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EACSOF SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER 2012. 
 
Introduction from the Editor 

Dear Colleagues, 
 
Welcome to the September E-Newsletter of the East African Civil Society Organizations Forum (EACSOF). In this issue, we 
bring you the outcomes of the meeting of EACSOF Governing Council and the outcome of the 6th Annual East African Civil 
Society Organization’s Forum held on 29 – 30 August, 2012. The theme of this year’s Forum was, ‘Strengthening Thematic 
Focus in the East African Integration Process’ that sought to reposition EACSOF in order to influence directing the benefits of 
the integration process to the people of East African. We also feature news from member organizations as you will read in the 
e‐newsletter. 
 
I wish you all happy reading. 
 
Martha Makenge 

EACSOF Secretariat 

A word from the CEO 

 

Our main pre-occupation at the Secretariat this quarter was getting the 6th Annual CSO Conference off the ground, and thanks 
to you all, it came to be true from 29-30th August at Hilton Nairobi. This was a momentous occasion; we celebrate the joy of 
having East African citizens together in such large numbers, thinking and working to make our region a better place.  It is our 
sincere hope that this good work will be moved to greater heights through our Thematic Platforms, with inspiration from our 
new Governing Council.  
 
Our heartfelt congratulations go to Mr. Richard Ssewakiryanga from Uganda National NGO Forum upon his election as the new 
President and Chairperson of the East African Civil Society Organization’s Forum (EACSOF) 2012 – 2015. Richard takes over 
from Prof. Chris Maina Peter who served four years and now moves on to concentrate more on his calling at the UN. On behalf 
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of all members and the Secretariat, we thank Prof. Maina for his sacrificial service, love and care - a truly humble, dedicated 
East African leader – our best wishes.  
 
Dr. Martin Mwondha. 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
 

EAST AFRICAN CIVIL SOCIETY 6TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND GENERAL 

MEETING 
 
The sixth Annual EACSOs Forum on the theme “Strengthening Thematic Focus in East African Integration Process” took 
place from the 29-30 August 2012. The 6th Annual Forum was supported by Trade Mark East Africa (TMEA) and attracted 
more than 85 participants from the five Partner States of the East Africa Community (EAC); Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, 
Tanzania and Uganda, as well as representatives from the supporting partners attended the conference. 
 
The purpose of the two day meeting was to activate EACSOF Thematic Working Groups (TWGs) by addressing four key 
objectives: 

 To organize civil society organizations (CSOs) into TWGs around EACSOF strategic areas of engagement with the 
EAC, 

 To define a clear leadership structure for each TWG,  
 To develop Terms of Reference (ToR) for each TWG, and,  
 To identify key issues under each thematic area and draft strategies for action, with clear timeframes and indicative 

budgets.   

STRENGTHENING THEMATIC FOCUS 
 

In this concept, The event Moderator Dr. Mohammed Kerre, introduced the participants to the theme of the conference 

‘STRENGTHENING THEMATIC FOCUS’ stating that it called for intervention at two level; The State (which includes the EAC), 

and the CSO/PSO, in order to realize the impact of the integration on the lives of the lives of the people of East Africa. Focus 

should now be people, needs, mechanisms and results. In packaging of projects this means the projects should address 

elements that nurture (foster development), promote growth, provide leadership and bring about change. This way, citizens 

will be empowered to actively engaged in the integration process progresses toward politics federation focus should now be 

shifted from sovereignty of the states to the sovereignty of the people because in political integration the sovereign powers 

belong to the people of East Africa and not individual partners states – the integration process gives power to East African to 

decide on the key issues regarding governance, democratization and development. Hence, the need to strengthen thematic 

focus and operationalise the EACSOF thematic areas to speed up the 

translation of the EAC Treaty into benefits to the people. He introduced 

the EACSOF Thematic Areas indicating that they were modelled on the 

thematic areas of the EAC. The areas include (i) Good Governance, (ii) Peace 

and Security, (iii) Social and Economic Justice, (iv) Environment and Natural 

Resources, and (v) Science and Technology.  

The Thematic Areas 

1. Good Governance: It was noted that even though democracy had 

improved over the few years, some challenges to good governance still 

exist. Efforts of the CSO to advocate for democratic justice over the last thirty 
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years were recommendable. The need to conduct research and communicate to people at grass root levels was highlighted. 

The role of the CSOs would therefore be to come up with a realistic advocacy agenda to promote peace and security at all 

levels. Despite progress, the development and consolidation of civil society in countries across the EAC has been uneven with 

some countries CS has established strong roots and productive working relationships with governments, while in other 

countries this has not been the case and CSOs remain excluded by suspicious and uncooperative governments.   

Key Strategies to enhance good governance includes; harnessing the CS strengths, Undertake analysis and develop policy 

options, Promote dialogue, Sensitization, training and education, Improve consultations and information sharing, 

strengthening key partnerships for best practices, working collaboratively (networks and inclusiveness and Monitor and 

follow-up on national, regional and international commitments. 

Mitigation Measures: There is need for networking with relevant people and organizations across the region; The national 

chapters should be strengthened across the region; Joint fundraising is necessary in order to mobilize financial resources; The 

Capacity of different actors within EACSOF should be built-in order to back up its members and improve the quality of services 

offered; Best practices and learning from one another should be highly encouraged; There is need for solidarity  among the 

different actors across the region; Information sharing should be improved so that people are informed and able to act 

accordingly; There is need for  a budget line on regional level that will cater for operations on achieving good governance; 

Activities and exchange programmes need to be established to enhance sharing across the region. 

Way forward 

There should be an action plan to address the issues raised, identifying stakeholders, engaging with the EAC structures and 

engaging state parties through its national chapters. 

2. Peace and Security: The need for CSOs to develop and help impart practical conflict resolution and disaster management 

skills was deemed important and emerging area of concentration. Given the growing insecurity, polarization and protest, 

organizations and citizens equipped with dialogue, negotiation and consensus building skills are well placed to reduce tension 

and division between individuals and groups, promoting moderation and communication.  

Key Strategies here may include, Lead the strengthening and protection of democracy by embodying democratic principles 

and exercising democratic values of pluralism, compromise and consensus building in its engagement with all stakeholders, 

from citizens to multilateral organisations. Putting in place mechanisms to strengthen its role as a bridge between divided 

groups, by promoting spaces for open discussion and debate CS can build consensus and strengthen the moderate middle 

ground for peaceful co-existence. Harnessing its strengths and use its knowledge, unique position and flexibility to bring the 

issues and concerns of citizens to the forefront in a productive manner, Taking full advantage of existing spaces for 

consultation and collaboration with national and multilateral organizations, presenting concrete and well-researched reports 

and policy options for enhanced and sustained peace and security.  

Mitigation Measures to Peace and Security: There is the need to separate what is done at the EAC and national level and 

investigate how they affect and complement each other; Mapping scenario and EWSs should be strengthened before elections 

so that security measures are put in control; The CSOs should take the initiate to challenge government leaders who abuse 

political stability, so that they are held accountable for their deeds; Alternative funding sources should be sought in other 

relevant regions and organizations, for instance, ECOWAS; Since the EAC has resources, it is important to see what has and 

hasn’t been done at both national levels and regional levels; Custom union, common market and monitory unions to be 

considered in political federation; Gender  need to be main streamed in peace and security since it is mostly women and 

children who suffer most from war and conflicts; The CSOs should take active role in cultural mapping and promoting social 

cohesion, arts and  culture; There is need to advocate for the sustainable management of the ENRs since they are  the major 
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cause of conflicts at all levels; For instance, the continued exploitation of resources by foreign farms; like the case of coal in 

Kitui, Kenya; The emergence of illegal groups such as the Mombasa Democratic Republican (MRC) to be sensitively addressed; 

Sources of funds should be diversified and resource mobilization involved; Learning from best practice in other areas which 

has used similar platforms is crucial as various regions may handle differently and effectively peace and security.  

3. Social and Economic Justice; Regional trading arrangements have spread, widened and continue to deepen. But concern is 

whether they stimulate growth and investment, facilitate technology transfer, shift comparative advantage towards high 

value-added activities, deprive the poor and enrich the affluent, support national reform programs, induce political stability 

and cooperation, and respect the laws and principles of asymmetry. 

Gender and age should be considered in structuring economic systems and application of the customs union, common market 

as wealth creation instrument, monetary union as an equity instrument, and political federation as a governance and 

democratization facility for all can only be evaluated in parity and proportionality. Core problems of poverty, lack of 

representation and inequality, and attendant violence, corruption and polarization require complex and long-term solutions, 

which must be based on strengthening fundamental elements and principles in societies across the region.  

Key Strategies here covers; implementing the EACT and its protocols and commitments, Social and economic policy research, 

having mechanisms for people-centered development, mainstreaming citizens into the programs of the EAC, monitoring the 

EAC Protocols, Commitments and programs deliver improved livelihoods, growth and development and holding topical 

studies and seminars.  

Way forward for Social and Economic Justice 

It emerged that Frameworks /structures for engagement such as protocols, policy and processes are crucial at both at national 

&regional levels. Resource mobilization, diversification & effective utilization of resources could lead to social-economic 

development.  There is the need to enhance EACSOF structures at national level and capacity enhancement through trainings 

is necessary and Leadership Political commitment should be strengthened across the region. 

4. Environment and Natural resources: The presenter highlighted the importance of sustainable management of the ENR. 

The trans-boundary resources should be regulated at the regional levels. The people at the level should benefit from resources 

extracted from their communities rather that prioritizing foreign extraction. It emerged that information on ENRs should be 

accessible to the people. The CSOs have been addressing these issues put still more need to be done. For instance improving 

weather forecast devises and strengthening EWS for environmental disasters. 

Mitigation Measures: Positives should be taken from management of inland water and energy resources; wildlife and 

mountain resources especially at state actors level with limited success for NSAs agendas; A lot of advocacy and capacity needs 

to be built around ENR access to information and access to justice so that community can participate fully in environmental 

conservation and wealth created by natural resources exploitation so that they may benefit (e.g. through tourism) and achieve 

sustainable development; ENR CSOs need to include specifically agriculture, harmonize agenda and coalesce more at regional 

level; ENR CSOs need to work more with media and innovate on public awareness campaigns; Removal of barriers in accessing 

information by citizens and make it disability compliant e.g. the use of Braille for the blind; Promote transparency and open 

governance; Regular monitoring on compliance on ENR at regional and partner states level; Monitor and track implementation 

of legislative ENR instruments both at PS and regional levels --- followed up by a name and shame campaign [publishing a list 

thereof]; EACSOF initiatives at regional level should add value and complement efforts at partner states level to avoid 

competition; Review, develop minimum standards and advocate for harmonised legislative instruments such as the Polythene 

Bags Act; CSO forums engage with business lobby groups at regional level --- to stop/implement domesticated ENR 

standards/laws; Network with likeminded organizations in other regions for emerging ENR issues and training and exposure; 
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Advocacy at both regional and members is crucial; Identify most important issues at both partner and regional levels, classify 

them and seek way forward; Identify clearly the target groups. 

Way Forward: There is need to identify the priority issues within environment, natural resources and within agriculture, 

prioritize them and cost them; Due to the diversity of ENR and agricultural CSO-landscape, there is need for sufficient analysis 

and consultation at PS level for EACSOF to adopt/engage on sustainable ENR management; and EACSOF should consider 

including ‘agriculture’ in the ENR thematic group. 

5. Science and technology: It was indicated that progress is observed in the enhancement of science and technology in the EA 

region. Science courses are offered at higher level and the CSO openly advocate for the adoption of science and technology. The 

CS has made remarkable steps in promoting affordable technology across the region. Despite the progress challenge still exist  

in regard to adoption of science and technology. The lack of innovation from EA region makes them depend so much on the 

foreign countries. There are limited resources for development of science and technology among other many factors. 

After discussions among CS on the Science and technology group, there were various strategies that were adopted by CS in 

order to overcome/mitigate challenges for the science and technology thematic: There is need to promote the use of Science 

and Technology across all development sectors: Areas like food storage, industry, medicine, trade, processing of precious 

minerals, energy and communication could better be enhanced through advancements in science and technology; The EACSOF 

should take the lead role in conducting advocacy for events and work with sector experts to promote use of science and 

technology; There is the urgent need for the CS to advocate for affordable technologies. Some of the technologies are expensive 

hence making them inaccessible to local persons; Research should be strengthened in the various development sectors such as 

in communication, agro industry, medicine and other. Through research, new discoveries may be made and people’s 

confidence enhanced towards the adoption of technologies; Collaboration is required in advocacy for cost effective 

technologies, for instance, work with EALA to adopt legislation for affordable and accessible technologies; Intellectual 

property rights should be protected in areas that impinge on science and technology; Indigenous knowledge should be 

documented so that it is protected and used in areas like agriculture and climate change. It should be used as a complement to 

modern science and technology; Research should be conducted, findings disseminated and recommendations popularized on 

indigenous knowledge.  

  

EACSOF GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

1. EACSOF ANNUAL REPORT 

EACSOF General Assembly meeting featured presentation of the EACSOF Annual report which highlighted remarkable 
progress observed in the different thematic areas for the past 5 years, however a lot still needed to be done in order for the 
forum to deliver on its mandate. Also highlighted on the lack of progress in regard to membership and registration: Various 
issues on registration across the partner states were still pending compliance with NGO registrar office in to enable them form 
Chapter. Reported on various activities which had taken place during the period and many members participated on behalf of 
EACSOF. Several activities had been conducted on capacity building and trainings offered to members through Oxfam. The 
presenter conclude that there is an urgent need to build mechanisms of open platforms to exist with EACSOF: for instance, 
events to bring together many interested parties without registration: they be captured so as to improve inclusion. Challenges 
were experienced in resource mobilization and the financial status of the forum was at stake.  
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From the discussions, it emerged that a communication strategy in EACSOF was necessary and that one of the policies to be 
prioritized, and the electronic newsletter from EACSOF was recommended for being very informative.  The presenter 
reiterated that there was a strategic plan in place to be transformed into a development plan to request grants from partners. 
There were suggestions for the business case for the forum to be considered for instance, increasing membership fee. After 
thoroughly tackling the issues raised on the report, the report was unanimously adopted. 

2. AMENDMENT TO EACSOF CONSTITUTION 

This session was chaired by the president of EACSOF, and led by, General Nkunda. The changes were proposed during the year 
while some were proposed at the AGM held in Bujumbura, in 2011. The specific articles amended were: 

 Table of contents created, the overall number of articles in the constitution reduced from 25 to 20 
 Preamble was put.  
 Article 3 and Article 4 were lacking in original constitution but put during the preparation of the Strategic Plan 

spearheaded by Dr. Kerre.  
 Article 5 was new  
 Article 7 was partly presented but some issues were not properly captured  
 Major amendments were done to Article 12 and were approved the previous day by the GC. These amendments would 

guide GC election. The amendments on Article 12 were; 
 The members of GC were reduced from 15 to 10, each country would nominate two persons, a male and a female: 
 The President, Vice president, General Secretary, Deputy General Secretary and Treasurer of the Forum were to be 

elected from the members of the council and were to to be filled with candidates from each of the five countries 
 Article 20 in the old constitutions was shifted to the end 

Discussions on the constitution 

 The reduction of officials from 15 to 10, in each country 2, a male and a female was a remarkable step. It was 
elaborated that this was effective for team representative and manageable in terms of resources. After agreeing with 
the amendments on Article 12 (1). Was unanimously passed and adopted. 

 The Article 12 (2) on rotation of the elective positions among EA countries was also unanimously adopted 
 Article 12 (3): Serving period of GC reduced to 2 years was greatly supported in order to create ownership and not 

merely institutional memory. The amendment was unanimously passed but an amendment proposed 
 It was suggested that gender equity chapter in country level to capture gender involvement 
 Article 12 (7): Meeting after three months was not realistic; the clause was amended that meeting be held at least 3 

times in a year, this was passed and adopted. 
 Article 15 (1)c, and 15(1)don consultancy fee being derived from consultancies that the firm may engage in and 

business issues arose concerns but adopted after in-depth discussions 
 Article 11(4), the 5% of the total membership forming a quorum for any meeting was altered to 50% unanimously 

passed 
 Some felt that the vision and mission be omitted from the constitution.  

In conclusion, Members felt that there was need for groups to look for ways to beef 
up the country chapters. After lengthy discussions the constituted was adopted as 
proposed by Emmanuel Shamakokera from Rwanda and Seconded by Justine from 
Burundi 

3. REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL POSITION OF EACSOF 

A draft audited report and fund accountability statement for the year ended 31st 
December, 2011, by Kasegenya and Company was presented by Assistant Accountant 
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from EACSOF on behalf of the Treasurer of EACSOF. In the opinion of the auditors, the fund accountability statements gave a 
true and fair view of the funds received from Open Society Initiative East Africa (OSIEA), The Eastern African Sub-Regional 
Support Initiative for the Advancement of Women (EASSI), Trade Mark East (TMEA) and members contributions and the 
expenditure incurred during the period under review and complies with generally accepted accounting principles, the 
respective donor requirements and the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

It was observed that the management letter was lacking but this was supported by the fact management letter was a 
management document and not audit. Members also observed an improvement from previous time and recommended the 
secretariat for the good job done. After exhaustive discussions into the audit report, it was unanimously adopted, and the 
Kasengenya and Company allowed another year of audit 

3. ELECTIONS 

Election of members of the GC was conducted after The President Prof. Maina formally dissolving the outgoing GC. The election 
process was transparent and spear headed by the event Moderator, Dr. Kerre. It was deemed important to take care of special 
interests such as PWDs, women and youths. Vacant positions to be filled were: 1 President, 1Vice-President, 1 General 
Secretary, 1Treasurer and 1 Deputy General Secretary, and five positions of Council Members. The new GC members are 
indicated on the table below: 

Country Position in the 
GC 

Name Organization Designation in the 
organization 

Kenya Council Member Mr. Morris 
Odhiambo 

Centre for Law and Research 
International (CLARION) 

Executive Director 

Deputy Secretary 
General 

Ms. Jedidah 
Wakonyo Waruhiu 

Legal Resources Foundation Trust 
(LRF) 

Executive Director 

Tanzania Treasurer Mr. NgungaTepani Tanzania Association of NGO 
(TANGO) 

 

Executive Director 

Council member Ms. Asha Aboud 
Mzee 

Association of NGO Zanzibar 
(ANGOZA) 

Vice Chairperson 

Uganda President Mr. Richard 
Ssewakiryanga 

Uganda National NGO Forum Executive Director 

Council Member Ms. Jane Nalunga SEATINI UGANDA Director 
Rwanda General 

Secretary 
Mr. Andrews 
Kananga 

Legal Aid Forum Rwanda (LAF) Coordinator 

Council member Mrs. Umubyeyi 
Martine 

Duterimbere Association Legal Officer 

Burundi Vice president Ms. Justine 
Nkurunziza 

FORSC Policy & Advocacy 
Officer 

Council member Mr. Mohammed 
OdetteNzeyimana 

People’sCoalition on Food 
Sovereignty (PCFS)  

 

 
EACSOF NEW BOARD 2012-2015 
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CIVIL SOCIETY SEEKS MEDIA PARTNERSHIP   
 
Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) have been urged to work hand-
in-hand with the media so as to voice concerns that affect the 
population.  Speaking at a media breakfast in Kigali,  Oxfam’s 
Director of Campaigns and Policy, Kevin Thierry Gatete said: “Our 
activities comprise of programmes that enable us to directly 
connect with the local population, meaning that we have more 
information for the media as a channel through which the 
government can get to know of the communities”  
 
The event, held under the theme, “Strengthening the relationship 
between Civil Society and the media to promote pro-poor 
reporting”, journalists had an interactive session with 
representatives of various NGOs. 
 
He said the partnership would not only bridge gaps that might be 
existing between the two parties, but will also enable the media to 
get information about issues raised by the population.“The media is 
not only for the business community to advertise or public 

institutions to communicate of what is expected from the population, but it should also be used to inform the government 
about the demands of its citizens,” Gatete pointed out.  
 
He explained that the partnership will also play a crucial role in setting a platform that will enable CSOs and the media to work 
towards a common goal. Among others they discussed how and what each NGO was working on, challenges and future plans. 
 
It was organised in partnership with an umbrella of local NGOs known by its French acronym as CCOAIB. Speaking to The New 
Times, CCOAIB`s Project Coordinator, Vincent Sinduhunga, said that more efforts will be put in making sure that CSO`s serve 
the right purpose. 
 
Responding to claims from the media that sometimes CSOs do not do much to advocate for the population, Sinduhunga 
explained they are independent organisations that have a clearly stipulated work plans and mandate. “We are purely 
independent organs but this does not mean that we are against good programmes that the government may initiate; in fact we 
only have to come in for advocacy when we realize that rights of the population are being violated,” he said. 
 
Meanwhile, Civil Society Organisations members of Rwanda Civil Society Platform (RCSP) have been called on to take active 

http://www.rcsprwanda.org/spip.php?article161
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participation and contribution in the ongoing East Africa Community (EAC) integration process. Thaddie Karekezi, the 
Executive Secretary of RCSP made the call on Thursday during the general assembly of the East African Civil Society 
Organizations’ Forum (EACSOF)-Rwanda Chapter. RCSP is a member of the EACSOF. 
 
He said although it was difficult for the five countries to move at the same pace in implementing requirements to speed up the 
integration process, there is need for CSO`s in the region to first of all educate the population about the need for integration. 
“For the population to benefit from the integration, they need to fully understand why there is need for integration. This will 
not only enable citizens to develop mechanisms through which they can benefit from it but will also influence the speeding up 
of the process,” said Karekezi. 
 
 

KENYA, UGANDA CENTRAL BANKS PUSH FOR LOWER LENDING RATES  
 

  
Prof Njuguna Ndung’u (left), governor Central Bank of Kenya, and Prof Emmanuel Tumusiime-Mutebile, governor, Bank of 

Uganda. 

On Wednesday 5th September, the Central Bank of Kenya (CBK) cut its benchmark rate by 3.5 percentage points to 13 per cent 
in response to falling inflation in the East Africa’s largest economy, but Prof Njuguna Ndung’u, CBK’s governor, noted that 
lower costs of doing business for banks has not yet filtered down to consumers. Unlike the first cut on the Central Bank Rate 
(CBR) in June where commercial lenders started announcing rate cuts on their base rates a day after CBK announced a cut 
from 18 per cent to 16.5 per cent, no lender had announced a rate cut as of the close of business on Friday.  
 
CBK said that it has provided avenues that reduce the cost of doing business for banks including allowing for; the integration 
with mobile phone financial services platforms, movement into the agency banking network and licensing of Credit Reference 
Bureaus, all of which have resulted in lower costs. “The Committee [Monetary Policy Committee] noted that interest rate 
spreads remained high suggesting that these cost reductions had yet to be fully transferred to bank customers and the 
economy at large through declining cost of credit,” said Prof Ndung’u in the statement released on Wednesday.  
 
Prof Emmanuel Tumusiime-Mutebile, governor, Bank of Uganda was more direct in his statement when he announced a cut of 
two percentage points in the CBR which now stands at 15 per cent in East Africa’s third largest economy. He said that despite a 
six percentage points cut in benchmark rate this year, commercial banks have not given the same benefit to consumers in 
Uganda.  
 
“I expect commercial banks to respond more positively and reduce their lending rates to stimulate demand for credit,” said 
Prof Tumusiime-Mutebile in his statement. He said that the new cut, which was also in response to falling inflation, would 
lower the cost of funding for commercial banks and this was expected to trickle down to consumers who will borrow at lower 
rates. 
 
The cost of living fell to 11.9 per cent in August in Uganda and to 6.09 per cent in Kenya.  
 
Uganda is Kenya’s largest trading partner in terms of exports in the East African region and Kenya’s second largest trading 
partner in terms of imports after Tanzania according to the Economic Survey of 2012.  
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As at the end of last year, seven commercial banks with operations in Kenya, including KCB Group, Diamond Trust, Fina and 
Equity had subsidiaries in Uganda and in February this year NIC Bank obtained a license to operate a subsidiary from the Bank 
of Uganda. 
  

 

DIASPORA IN AGACIRO DRIVE 

The Rwandan community in different cities across the world has launched fund raising drives for the Agaciro Development 
Fund (AgDF). In Kenya, the drive was launched last week in Nairobi. 
 
According to a statement from the Rwandan High Commission in Nairobi, the function was presided over by Rwanda’s 
representatives in the East African Legislative Assembly (EALA), Christopher Bazivamo, who is also the National Vice 
chairman of RPF and Patricia Hajabakiga, as well as the Rwandan High Commissioner designate, Yamina Karitanyi. 

 
Two accounts were opened, one in US dollars and another in Kenya shillings 
[account numbers 6503940078 USD and 6503940065 Kshs] at the Commercial 
Bank of Africa. 
 
“The RPF vice chairman requested the Kenyan Diaspora to support and contribute 
to the Fund. He informed the audience that so far Rwf16 bn had been contributed 
in Rwanda, and the money will be well utilized on essential developmental 
projects,” reads part of the statement. Current figures indicate that the fund has 
actually collected more than Rwf17 billion. 
 
Bazivamo pledged $1,000 as his contribution to opening the Agaciro Development 
Fund in Kenya. He reportedly reiterated that Rwandans decided to enthusiastically 
contribute to the fund to render support to government efforts in developmental 
programs. 
 
He explained that the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) is in preparation of 
celebrating 25 years of existence and that even though a lot has been achieved in 
terms of development, “there is still more to be done and the celebration will 
reflect where more efforts are needed.” 
 
Hajabakiga emphasized that as RPF celebrates 25 years of existence, it is an 

opportunity “to reflect on our past” and adequately plan for the future. Elsewhere, Rwandans in Tanzania contributed 75,500 
USD during the launch on Friday. 
 
Rwanda’s High Commissioner to Tanzania Ben Rugaganzi presided over the launch at his residence in Dar es Salaam and 
urged the Diaspora members to continue mobilizing and organising those who are not yet aware of the development fund. 
 
“The AgDF launching and mobilization will be done in phases. After Dar es Salaam, next will be Arusha and Mwanza where 
Diaspora numbers are considerably large,” he told The New Times in an interview. 
 
“Efforts will be made to reach out to Rwandans living in small towns throughout Tanzania.” Quoting former US President John 
F Kennedy’s words, “Do not ask for what your country can do for you but rather; ask for what you can do for your country “, 
Rugaganzi reminded the audience that Rwanda’s relevance and dignity will be derived from their present contribution to the 
development of their country. 
 
“Later as the concept is well understood and appreciated then friends of Rwanda will be approached in a prudent manner,” 
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Rugaganzi added.  
 
Meanwhile, in Belgium, Ambassador Robert Masozera told The New Times that the Rwandan community there plans to launch 
AgDF on September 29 during “a big fundraising drive.” The Rwandan embassy in Brussels has sent out invitations to all 
Rwandans who can make it to the two-day event which will include a get together ‘Ubusabane.’ 
 
In South Africa, Vincent Karega, Rwanda’s High Commissioner, who is also in charge of Botswana, Zimbabwe, Angola, 
Mozambique, Mauritius, Swaziland, Lesotho and Namibia, said the mobilization is making good progress. 
 
Karega said: “We launched at the same time and date with Kigali. We are busy registering deposits from our Diaspora 
members in our Agaciro account. The process is active and going on very smoothly in all countries we cover.” 

WHY RWANDA’S HEALTH SECTOR IS UNIQUE IN EAST AFRICA 

Recently, It has been reported that the Rwandan health sector is ranked top in East Africa. This is not because the country has 
the most brilliant health professionals in the region but its strong health insurance coverage makes its health sector stand out. 

Lack of insurance is a fiscal burden to families. People without health insurance do not benefit from the discounted medical 
prices that are routinely negotiated through private health plans or provided through public programmes. In Rwanda, they 
have Mutuelle du Santé, RAMA, the Military Medical Insurance (MMI), Medi-plan, among other health insurance covers. 
 
Most importantly is that most of the health insurance services are offered by the government to cover medical services for its 
citizens mostly the vulnerable. Mutuelle de Santé serves various grades of people irrespective of their job status.  RAMA is 
offered to people in public service and MMI covers military families. Since its inauguration over 10 years ago, Mutuelle du 
santé now covers over 90 per cent of the total population. 
 
The government and its partners have strongly promoted the Mutuelle de santé services, a community health insurance 
scheme that has proven to be a sustainable solution to the problem of access to quality health care. Through Mutuelle du Santé, 
low income earners are able to access quality and expensive medical care that cannot be easily attained without health 
insurance coverage.  
 
You think of a situation where your monthly income is less than Rwf100,000 and your child is diagnosed of a cancerous 
tumefaction. The Rwf100,000 cannot take the child for radiotherapy or chemotherapy. But the availability of the universal 
insurance scheme in Rwanda has solved such complex health problems. 
 
Having health insurance is important because coverage helps people get timely medical care and improves their lives and 
health. Some may believe that people always have access to medical care because they can always go to an emergency room. 
But even countries with well supported safety health care do not remove barriers to access the same extent as does having 
health insurance. 
 
Some conditions like most of cancer diseases are more likely to be diagnosed at a later stage of illness, when treatment is less 
important. Uninsured pregnant women use fewer prenatal services, and uninsured children and adults are less likely than 
their insured counterparts to report having a regular source of medical care. 
 
Challenges are normally notable for chronic conditions especially for people with heart diseases, diabetes and many others 
where a patient needs to stay on drug therapy for a long time. 
 
However, some people, especially those from areas without health insurance, can decide not to obtain insurance precisely 
because they expect no need for regular medical care and this is the basis of untimely death in many underdeveloped or 
developing countries in the world. 
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Lack of insurance is a fiscal burden to families. People without health insurance do not benefit from the discounted medical 
prices that are routinely negotiated through private health plans or provided through public programmes. 
 
Under certain circumstances, some patients might qualify for charity care but there are others who are dunned by lack of 
money to cover their medical costs. In many countries where public insurance does not exist, families without insurance 
normally report medical bill problems at a rate higher than those insured. There is no doubt that expansion of health 
insurance coverage would help improve health, lengthen lives, reduce disability, control communicable diseases, and raise 
productivity in the country. 
 

EAST AFRICAN ENERGY BOOM AT RISK 

As giant oil and gas discoveries have some of the worlds biggest energy firms jostling for space in East Africa, the fate of one 
gas producer offers them a cautionary tale. After investing $160 million in Tanzania, an offshoot of Canada’s Orca Exploration 
is close to paralysis because of unpaid bills and quarrels with authorities over terms. 
 
Its story highlights some of the obstacles facing much bigger players as they negotiate with governments that are learning the 
game as they go along and are keen to both bring investment quickly and make sure they do not get cheated long term. The 
speed with which East African countries adapt could determine whether their region lives up to its reputation as the latest 
great oil and gas frontier, with big implications for global energy flows as well as regional economies.  
 
On the face of it, relations between Orca’s Pan African Tanzania and authorities in the East African country should work to 
everyone’s benefit. Its gas generates half Tanzania’s electricity, saving it an estimated $1 billion a year on oil imports. When it 
started producing gas in 2004, it was hailed locally as just the sort of investment one of the world’s poorest countries needed. 
 
But things started to unravel in 2011 when a government audit led a parliamentary committee to accuse Pan African of 
cheating it out of $20 million in revenues. Meanwhile, state power firm TANESCO, its biggest customer, stopped paying for gas. 
Threats that went as far as criminal charges were quietly dropped when it turned out the missing funds were due to an 
accounting error, but then a new discrepancy was announced. 
 
Although the parliamentary committee behind the accusations was disbanded and itself accused of corruption, the 
government said it still wanted to negotiate with Pan African on how gas revenue was shared, among other things. Last month, 
Orca told shareholders the company still hadn’t reached an agreement with the country’s Minister of Energy and Mines and 
that it might need extra funding as things drag on. 
 
One of the government negotiators, Gabriel Bujulu, principal petroleum engineer at the Tanzania Petroleum Development 
Corporation said simply: “It is premature to expect that a solution will not be attained.” Both Orca and Pan African declined 
further comment. 

IN EAST AFRICA, TOMORROW’S LEADERS ARE IN POWER ALREADY 
 
The biggest story in the region was the clashes in Tana River   in Kenya where the death toll passed the 100 people.  

 

Kenyans gradually grew angry not just about the clashes but the disturbing silence of their leaders as all this happened. To the 

political class, the elections by-elections in Kajiado and Ndhiwa seemed more important than the numerous lives in Tana River 

clashes. 

 

Kibaki’s disturbing silence compelled Garsen MP, Danson Mungatana to lament on TV that things would have been different if 

the clashes were in central Kenya. Eventually, Mzee Kibaki had something to say after weeks of silence. The initial reaction by 
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the police had some of the police officers getting killed.  Now that the parliament has authorized the army’s intervention and 

that Kibaki is now talking, my prayer is that it all ends well since the election time is drawing closer and Kenyans deserve a 

peaceful election.  

 

Away from the clashes in Tana, Mzee Kibaki hosted Tanzania’s Pres. Jakaya Kikwete a leader who some claim spends more 

time travelling than addressing issues back home. The gruesome death of journalist, Daudi Mwangosi who was beaten by 

police officers in the presence of the Regional Police Commander, and a tear gas canister was fired into his stomach from close 

range. What a shame.  

 

The police officers who assaulted Mwangosi should face the full face of the law. The evidence against them is so clear if you 

have had a look at the horrible pictures that Francis Godwin took as the whole chaos unraveled. Sadly, Godwin is now in hiding 

after receiving death threats over the pictures.  

 

The Tanzanian government and CCM in particular should know by now that continued brutality against the opposition only 

helps to increase CHADEMA’s popularity. It would be wiser to be more accommodative of divergent views.  

 

In Kigali, the contributions to the Agaciro Development Fund have continued to increase and are now over 17 billion Rwandan 

Francs. For me the key message in all this is that African countries should seriously think about the long term dangers of 

reliance on donor aid. If we join hands and work harder we can achieve self sustenance and true development.  

 

Burundi has had greater news away from Bujumbura. Pres Pierre Nkurunziza will be hosted by the Indian leadership for three 

days just three years since Burundi opened an embassy in India. A few weeks back,  there was an incident of a Burundian 

student who was beaten in India.  

 

This development is very encouraging for the relations between the two countries. Indian investors seem to be very interested 

in the uranium in Burundi and trade between the two countries.  

 

Meanwhile, a UK newspaper reported that Newcastle’s Burundian footballer Gael Bigirimana is still pondering which country 

to play for when he finally makes his international debut.  

 

It turns out he can (could) feature for his home country Burundi, Uganda, the Democratic Republic of Congo as well as the UK 

(if they called him up). And yet there have been reports that Rwanda is also eyeing him as well. If only East Africa was just one 

country then it would not have been so difficult for the 18-year old to make a decision.  

 

Uganda produced some very interesting pieces of news this last week. The capital city woke up to a rather interesting piece of 

drama as the City Council law enforcement people descended on a multimillion car showroom that had encroached on the 

road reserve and demolished it.  

 

To even think that it belonged to none other than Toyota Nzeire, the young brother to Pres. Yoweri Museveni.  The demolition 

exercise came soon after complaints from the Kampala Capital City Authority’s Executive Director Jennifer Musisi that the Vice 

President had obstructed the demolition of the building. 

 

Kampala city clearly needs a lot of reorganization to make it a better place to live and work in. But as people were still talking 

about the demolished building, history was being made. A 19-year-old Proscovia Alengot Oromait was elected a Member of 

Parliament to represent Usuk County.  
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With a 19-year-old in parliament debating the country’s laws, we can safely say that the proverbial leaders of tomorrow are 

already at work in Uganda. And that clearly age is just a number. We should not forget that there is evidence to show Uganda 

currently has the youngest population in the world anyway. 

 

RWANDA ANTI-CORRUPTION JOURNEY  
 
Rwanda continues to maintain a lead in the war against corruption in the region, according to several reports released by 

Transparency International for the last four years. The report released last week by the global corruption watchdog showed 

Rwanda’s consistent track record in the fight against corruption among the five countries in the EAC region. 

 

The East African Bribery Index 2012 launched in Kampala, ranks Burundi the second least corrupt, Kenya third, while 

Tanzania and Uganda took the fourth and fifth positions respectively. However, this might not be a surprise to Rwanda due to 

standing tough measures in the country that have ensured zero tolerance to corruption. 

 

Rwanda has a bribery aggregate index of 2.5 percent Burundi; the worst ranked country last year recorded a significantly 

lower index of 18.8 percent, Kenya and Tanzania were 29.5 percent and 39.1 percent respectively while Uganda registered the 

highest bribery levels in the region with a percentage value of 40.7 percent. Yet last year in December 2011, Transparency 

International also found Rwanda to be the fourth least corrupt country in Africa and 47th in the world on the 2011 Corruption 

Perceptions Index (CPI). 

 

The country scored 70.8 percent, behind Mauritius with 73.2 percent, Cape Verde with 74.6 percent and Botswana which was 

the least corrupt African country with a score of 79.9 percent. The index ranks countries and territories from 0 (highly 

corrupt) to 10 (very clean) based on perceived levels of public sector corruption. 

 

The 2011 CPI gave Rwanda a score of 5.1 points, ahead of countries such as South Africa and beating its East African neighbors 

by a large margin. Rwanda was ranked 66th in 2010 with a score of 4.0. The 5.1 score meant that Rwanda is considered one of 

the countries clean of corruption (above the 5.0 mark). 

 

Speaking to The Sunday Times this week, Marie Immaculee Ingabire, and Chairperson of Transparency Rwanda, said this year 

the country improved the scores.  “Rwanda has maintained the lead against corruption because of the country’s political will 

and commitment compared to other countries in the region or Africa,” she said. Ingabire noted that, her institution has signed 

integrity pacts with the Ministry of Local Government to rein in mismanagement of public funds in local governments.  

 

The pacts were penned few months ago in Kigali with four pilot districts in Musanze, Huye, Kayonza and Rubavu and the 

initiative aims at curtailing graft in awarding tenders. Integrity pacts are agreements signed between the government or a 

district and all public sector bidders. The pacts engage all parties to abstain from corruption, disclose information and be 

transparent. Its implementation is monitored by an independent third party. 

 

Ingabire emphasized that strong sensitization campaigns were needed to do away with mindset regarding corruption. 

 

Last year’s report on corruption by TR showed the likelihood of encountering bribe demand occurrences was at 1.19 percent 

the prevalence of bribery at 0.8 percent and the average size of bribery was Rwf 19,844. TR regularly, on an annual basis, 

carries out the Rwanda Bribery Index to determine the extent of corruption in the country. On several occasions, the findings 
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of Transparency International Rwanda show that the country has taken remarkable steps in the fight against graft-related 

cases. “If our government continues to maintain strong political will in the war against corruption and zero tolerance to 

corruption, we hope by 2015 to be the least corrupt country in Africa and perhaps among the ten least corrupt countries in the 

world,” said Ingabire. 

 

Most of the bribes paid are in small amounts of between Rwf 1,000 to 5,000 further reinforcing the position that the poorer 

members of society are the ones practicing it.  “Our office has been in existence for 12 years and we have maintained a clear 

line of advisory services to institutions by providing reports in transparent manner for the public interests,” said Obadiah 

Biraro, Auditor General. 

 

He stated that his institution was one of the offices that are at the forefront in fighting against graft in the country. “We enforce 

other agencies to be transparent and accountable. That is why Rwanda has maintained a good record of being the least corrupt 

country in the region,” he added, but added that the country’s improvement on Transparency International’s CPI should not be 

a cause for complacency. 

 

Man loses 25% - A case for Speeding up the EAC Common Currency  
 
In a sudden twist of hard luck a man whose ticket was rejected by Kenya Airways at Entebbe sought to raise US$ 226 to 
purchase another ticket in order to travel o n the next flight. This is when he pulled out 160,000 T.Shs. originally valued as 
more than US$ 100, only to get US$ 75 in return. The Tshs had to be converted to Uganda Shillings at 1.2 (although the selling 
rate at the Forex Bureau was 1.7) and then back to USD eventually. This is a classic example of how East Africans and other 
travelers are losing value of their money big time through currency exchange, a situation which would be greatly reduced if we 
had  a Common Currency. 
     
Despite the complex calculations that Governors of Central Banks have to perform and the need for preliminary harmonization 
of fiscal and monetary policies, our leaders should do whatever it takes to Speed up the Monetary Union and single currency 
for the EAC. Imagine how many currencies you have to carry on you if you were travelling from Dar Es Salam to Kigali via 
Nairobi. You need breakfast in Dar, Dinner in Nairobi, Breakfast in Kampala before you eventually cross the Katuna border to 
have lunch in Rwanda and by then you could have lost 50% of the original value of your money.   
 
Not only will the common currency benefit ordinary citizens but it could be the single most powerful IEC / publicity material 
for the EAC. Rather than talk about existence of the EAC in mere words, money is a physical artifact that will easily represent 
the reality of the EAC to the ordinary person. This is the most effective form of branding, advertisement and promotion for the 
EAC. Unlike other IEC materials, currency notes and coins have the inherent propensity to penetrate all layers of society, 
trickle down and reach everyone, where EAC policies & protocols DO NOT reach. Those campaigning against this important 
step in EAC integration should re-examine their motives and provide alternative solutions to the citizens who are suffering.  

 

EXTERNAL MEETINGS 
 
The CEO attended several meetings of strategic importance, including CCP-AU Board meeting and AU Summit in Addis 
Ababa, (CCP – AU: Center for Citizen Participation at the African Union) SADC – Council of NGOs in Maputo, WFD 
Consultative meeting on EALA-CSO collaboration in Kigali /Dar Es Salaam, (WFD: Westminster Foundation for 
Democracy) EAC Communication Forum in Kampala and Trade Facilitation Seminar in Nairobi. During the SADC-CNGO 
conference, Martin called upon the Southern Africa Community to work together in solidarity with East Africans, to 
advocate for free movement of Africans in Africa. 
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THE FOLLOWING ARE THE UPCOMING EVENTS 

1.  Validation Workshop – Rwanda on Formulation of indicators for 4th EAC Development Strategy, 15th -17th October 
2012 Kigali – Rwanda contacts at vonharrach@eachq.org  

2. The EAC Regional Health Platform Stakeholders’ Meeting, 29th – 31st October 2012, East African All Suite and 
Conference Hotel, Arusha, Tanzania. Contact at  baingana.michael@eabc-online.com and michellemaungu@yahoo.com  

3. EACSOF meeting with OSIEA and VSO on the 3rd October 2012, Nairobi – Kenya 
4. SADC – CNGO Strategic Thinking meeting for increased CSO participation at the AU, Gaborone Botswana 16th -19th 

October 
5. 4th International Workshop for Development and Funding : HIV – AIDS Initiative, Climate Change & Environment 

Issue. Georgia-Atlanta, USA 
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